Edit - bug #5191
TransmissionEngineDistribution stops before it is 100% done
09/03/2015 10:12 AM - Andreas Kohlbecker

Status:

Worksforme

Start date:

09/11/2015

Priority:

Priority14

Due date:

Assignee:

Andreas Kohlbecker

% Done:

0%

Category:

cdmlib

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

normal

Found in Version:

Target version:
Severity:
Description
This occurred when running the TransmissionEngineDistribution on the Cichorieae database from Rank Genus to Kingdom:
http://api.cybertaxonomy.org/cichorieae/description/accumulateDistributions?mode=byAreasAndRanks&targetAreaLevel=25b563b66a6c-401b-b090-c9498886c50b&priority=7&upperRank=fbe7109d-66b3-498c-a697-c6c49c686162&lowerRank=1b11c34c-48a8-4efa
-98d5-84f7f66ef43a&frontendBaseUrl=http%3A%2F%2Fapi.cybertaxonomy.org%2Fcichorieae%2F
The TransmissionEngineDistribution stops at 24%
leted Task: Accumulating distributions to super areas)
2015-09-03 08:44:38,629 INFO [eu.etaxonomy.cdm.common.monitor.DefaultProgressMonitor] - 24.5519788
3154309% done (Compl
eted Task: Accumulating distributions to super areas)
2015-09-03 08:44:38,646 INFO [eu.etaxonomy.cdm.common.monitor.DefaultProgressMonitor] - 24.5550246
52106184% done (Comp
leted Task: Accumulating distributions to super areas)

<RestServiceProgressMonitor>
<canceled type="boolean">false</canceled>
<class type="string">RestServiceProgressMonitor</class>
<done type="boolean">false</done><failed type="boolean">false</failed>
<origin type="string"/>
<percentage type="number">24.615941063368073</percentage>
<subTask type="string">Accumulating distributions to super areas</subTask>
<taskName type="string">Accumulating distributions</taskName>
<totalWork type="number">401</totalWork>
<workDone type="number">98.70992366410597</workDone>
</RestServiceProgressMonitor>

The logfile does not reveal any hint why this happend. Maybe the calculation of the total work is wrong or an caught Exception occurs
which is not handled property.
History
#1 - 09/11/2015 01:57 PM - Andreas Kohlbecker
- Target version deleted (Release 3.8)

moving unresolved tickets to next milestone after release of 3.8.0

#2 - 12/18/2015 12:23 PM - Andreas Müller
- Target version deleted (Release 3.12)

#3 - 05/02/2016 03:06 PM - Andreas Müller
- Target version changed from Release 4.0 to Release 4.1
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#4 - 05/09/2016 10:16 AM - Andreas Kohlbecker
updating transmission engine request

#5 - 06/01/2016 01:23 PM - Andreas Müller
- Target version changed from Release 4.1 to Release 4.2

#6 - 07/06/2016 11:24 AM - Andreas Kohlbecker
- Status changed from New to Worksforme
- Resolution set to worksforme
- % Done set to 0

seems to be fixed by one the latest changes (most probably aadb17f) :
9b7db8d TransmissionEngineDistribution: solving problems with excessive heap consumption
aadb17f #5191 fixing process monitor updating in TransmissionEngine
reliable monitoring

this is most probably not fixing the ticket but helps providing more

f5295f3 #4366 Transmissionengine aggregation of source references
1b70bad TransmissionEngine: modification to status compare function for case a==b
848f720 #5177 fixing tests which where broken after rebasing the TransmissionEngine-speedup on develop
aggregation was too high

- lower rank limit of for the

09023b8 fixing bugs related to the rank intervall in the TransmissionEngineDistribution
869c3f8 solving multiple problems in TransmissionEngine - avoiding LIE by fetching the parentAreas for each batch - skipping taxa not in
specified rank interval

#7 - 05/10/2017 01:39 PM - Andreas Kohlbecker
- Private changed from Yes to No

#8 - 05/28/2019 02:42 PM - Andreas Müller
- Description updated
- Target version deleted (Release 4.2)
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